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EDITOR COMMENTS
For instructions on how to do an
upgrade install of Sierra, go to an
excellent article at lifewire.com
by Tom Nelson. tinyurl.com/
zqdzd9q.
For Bob LeVitus’ thoughts on
Sierra and app compatibility, go
to tinyurl.com/hxfznlt.
If you want to disable Siri or stop
its prompts, go to to System
Preferences and uncheck
“Enable Siri”.
The macOS Sierra 10.12.1
release hopefully resolves the
compatibility issue with Fujitsu’s
ScanSnap scanning software. I
certainly hope so. I’d like to
download Sierra.
See “The Best Cloud Storage
Service” by Natasha Stokes at
techlicious.com for a long and
informative discussion.
tinyurl.com/ns9y9p3.
Another long and informative
discussion. This time on
encryption and crypto wars.
tinyurl.com/zhrwtma.
The Best Firefox Addons.
tinyurl.com/ojs3jdf. Some great
ones. Some interesting ones.
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MEETINGS - SECOND
SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

SIERRA, SIRI, & iPHONE 7 ISSUE
LEVITUS - WORKING SMARTER FOR MAC USERS 2016
Our main presenter at Saturday’s meeting will be Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus.
Bob's presentation this year is Working Smarter for Mac Users, based on his
soon-to-be-released e-book of the same name. His goal with Working
Smarter is simple: "To help Mac users do more work in less time without
procrastinating so they have more time to do the things they love.” Bob will
also demo "a few of my favorite things-" a selection of software and
hardware he uses, loves, and can recommend without hesitation.
Bob's current full bio is Here. A renowned Mac expert, he has written or cowritten more than 80 popular computer books, with millions of copies sold
worldwide. His most recent titles include: macOS Sierra for Dummies, iPhone
For Dummies 10th Edition, iPad For Dummies 9th Edition, all for Wiley Publishing. He has been a
computer columnist for more than 20 years for the Houston Chronicle and has also written his Dr.
Mac's Rants & Raves column for The Mac Observer since 2003. He will speak at our November
meeting for almost the full 3 hours.
This is Bobʼs 15th visit to MLMUG which is part of his now annual Mid-Atlantic tour.
To help defray travel costs for Bob, MLMUG will raﬄe a $100 store gift certificate donated by
Yukio Tezuka, owner of McMobile and MacSensei. Tickets will available at the November 12
meeting and the raﬄe drawing will be done by Bob at the end of the meeting. McMobile /
MacSensei is at Drexeline Shopping Center, 5120 State Rd, Drexel Hill, PA 19026 and the phone
there is 610-734-2222. The MacSensei website is Here.
NOVEMBER LOCATION
REMEMBER - We will meet at Hersheys Mill in West Chester. Take Greenhill to Hersheys
Drive entry and go up hill to Community Center. Map is at tinyurl.com/hnkbg2z.
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Typical Meeting Agenda

New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.

9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems,
using your Macs & iDevices, & various
applications, & have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)

NOVEMBER 2016

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list.
Compose your letter and email it to
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to
everyone on the mailing list.
Posting to this list is restricted to
MLMUG members. Contact Bob
Barton if you are a member and
you are not on the list.
Please observe rules of etiquette.
See the Yahoo Groups Terms of
Service. The MLMUG list may be
used to post Apple/Macintoshrelated items for sale, but any
solicitation of members through
the list is forbidden without the
written consent of a MLMUG
oﬃcer. The list is hosted at Yahoo
Groups.

11:50 - Noon: Raﬄes and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.
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Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.
Macintosh Programming SIG/
Philly Mac Programming Group
The objective of this group is to help
members become more familiar with the
concepts of Macintosh and iOS
programming, i.e., the elements of the
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file
system, etc., and the main Mac
programming tools: AppleScript, Java, C,
and Objective C.
The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each
month, but usually skips January and July.
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The
next meeting will probably be at Ludington
Library in Bryn Mawr.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
a n d m e e t e v e r y o n e f ro m w o r k i n g M a c
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
• Useful free items at the monthly Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special prices to User
Group members.
• Web Site with 12 months of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
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While any of these is a sufficient reason to use voice recognition,
the most important reason for me is that I can concentrate on what
I'm saying rather than typing or spelling.

Bookmarks
Voice Recognition For All Devices

To open the Mac’s internal voice recognition system, you just
double-click the function key (fn). A small window will open which
has an icon of the microphone over the word “Done”. You can now
start dictating. You don’t have to open an app and wait for it to
open. When you're finished dictating, just click on “Done”. You
must remember to end dictation. Otherwise, voice recognition
will continue processing and you’ll see your conversation appearing
on the screen.

By Mark Bazrod
Your typing skills are going to be worth a lot less in the next few
years, if not sooner. Voice recognition will become the normal
means of communication with your computing devices, be they
Macs, iPads or iPhones. This column was dictated on my six-year
old iMac.

To use voice recognition on an iPad, you go to Settings-GeneralKeyboard-Enable Dictation. Dictation requires an Internet
connection because the speech-to-text processing happens on
remote servers. Once you enable dictation, the on-screen keyboard
will show the microphone next to the spacebar.

Reasons to use voice processing
There many reasons why you should consider using voice
recognition instead of typing. This is particularly true on an iPad
since the on-screen keyboard is somewhat smaller then the regular
keyboard. I suppose that makes a difference if you are a touchtypist and have a feel for the physical dimensions of the keyboard.
But for many of us who look at the keyboard when typing, the size
doesn't make much of a difference.

1. Tap the microphone button. This tells the iPad (or iPhone) that
you want to start dictating.

Voice recognition is even more important on the iPhone, except for
those with tiny fingers or very intelligent thumbs.
So what are the reasons?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have large fingers.
You are not a fast typist.
You have tremors.
You have poor eyesight.
Speaking a search is 3 times faster than typing it.
Speaking is more accurate than typing.
No need for correct spelling.
You can eliminate buying a wireless keyboard.

2. Talk. The iPad will listen to your voice and turn it into text as you
talk.
3. Tap the "Done" button that appears onscreen to stop dictating. It
may take a few seconds to turn the last words into text on the
screen.
5
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blue lines. Tap an underlined word or phrase, and see one or more
options you can choose from.

4. Read it over. Voice dictation isn't perfect. You will undoubtedly
need to make a few corrections using the keyboard, particularly
in the beginning.

Speak punctuation and symbols: To include punctuation in your
dictation, say “comma”, etc.

You no longer need a special microphone for voice recognition. I
use an $8 microphone I bought at Micro Center and the built-in
microphone on the iMac appears to work about as well. On both
the iPad and the iPhone I use the built-in microphone. No problem.

Symbols: Say “dollar sign”, “euro sign”, etc. for the corresponding
symbols.
Capitalize: Say “cap”.
Use acronyms with care: Some acronyms work, but not all.
Pause between letters just enough for them to be discrete.

Dictation appears to work with most apps, including Pages, Mail,
Excel and TextEdit.

Emoticons: It’s easier to dictate three of them than to switch to
the keyboard. The four are “smiley”, “winky”, “frowny”, for :-) , ;-) ,
or :-( ..

Dragon Dictate is an alternative to Apple’s internal dictation app,
but I'm not sure it's worth it, although I think it is better than Apple’s
app. It costs $100 or more on the desktop, but it is free for the iPad
and iPhone. The iDevice app has fewer capabilities than the
desktop version. On the iPad, when you open the application, a
small window appears, press a red button to start dictation, and
then wait for Dragon to process the text remotely and for the results
to appear on the screen.

Proofread what you dictate: It’s necessary.
Conclusions
• Voice recognition is often easier than typing.
• Voice recognition is often faster than typing.
• Voice recognition often more accurate than typing.
• No need for correct spelling.
• Voice recognition eliminate buying a wireless keyboard.
• Voice recognition is the entry method of the future, but you
can use it today.

Voice recognition is great for searching. Download the Google app
which includes voice recognition. Double-click the microphone icon
and begin talking. You will get the same list of links as if you had
typed in the search words. In fact, I think you'll find that dictating is
much faster than typing and you don't have to remember how to
type or spell words.
Google Translate will translate one language to another. It works
with 58 languages. This is very handy if you have to communicate
with someone who doesn't speak English. I don't know how good
the translation is since I've never used the app.
Some dictation tips.
Speak clearly: Don’t speak too slowly, but too quickly leads to errors.
Take advantage of autocorrect: You can’t correct mistakes in iOS
dictation by voice. Words that iOS thinks are incorrect appear with dotted
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David E. Sanger and Nicole Perlroth posted the following article to
nytimes.com on October. 22, 2016. tinyurl.com/jsq5gtw. © The
New York Times Company. David is the chief Washington
correspondent for The New York Times and has been writing for
the Times for 30 years covering foreign policy, globalization,
nuclear proliferation, and the presidency. Nicole is a technology
reporter for The New York Times, covers cybersecurity and privacy
for the Bits blog and for print.
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Later, they were adopted for darker purposes, as authoritarian
governments like China’s used them to prevent challenges to
power by keeping tabs on protesters and dissidents.
But now those cameras — and many other devices that today are
connected to the internet — have been commandeered for an
entirely diﬀerent purpose: as a weapon of mass disruption. The
internet slowdown that swept the East Coast on Friday, when
many Americans were already jittery about the possibility that
hackers could interfere with election systems, oﬀered a glimpse of
a new era of vulnerabilities confronting a highly connected society.

A New Era Of Internet Attacks Powered By Everyday
Devices

The attack on the infrastructure of the internet, which made it all
but impossible at times to check Twitter feeds or headlines, was a
remarkable reminder about how billions of ordinary webconnected devices — many of them highly insecure — can be
turned to vicious purposes. And the threats will continue long after
Election Day for a nation that increasingly keeps its data in the
cloud and has oftentimes kept its head in the sand.

By David E. Sanger And Nicole Perlroth

Remnants of the attack continued to slow some sites on Saturday,
though the biggest troubles had abated. Still, to the tech
community, Friday’s events were as inevitable as an earthquake
along the San Andreas fault. A new kind of malicious software
exploits a long-known vulnerability in those cameras and other
cheap devices that are now joining up to what has become known
as the internet of things.

Dyn DNS, a company that essentially acts as a giant internet
switchboard, was bombarded with messages that overloaded its
circuits.

The advantage of putting every device on the internet is obvious. It
means your refrigerator can order you milk when you are running
low, and the printer on your home network can tell a retailer that
you need more ink. Security cameras can alert your cellphone
when someone is walking up the driveway, whether it is a delivery
worker or a burglar. When Google and the Detroit automakers get
their driverless cars on the road, the internet of things will become
your chauﬀeur.

When surveillance cameras began popping up in the 1970s and
’80s, they were welcomed as a crime-fighting tool, then as a way
to monitor traﬃc congestion, factory floors and even baby cribs.

But hundreds of thousands, and maybe millions, of those security
cameras and other devices have been infected with a fairly simple
program that guessed at their factory-set passwords — often
7
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“admin” or “12345” or even, yes, “password” — and, once inside,
turned them into an army of simple robots. Each one was
commanded, at a coordinated time, to bombard a small company
in Manchester, N.H., called Dyn DNS with messages that
overloaded its circuits.

NOVEMBER 2016

Mr. Schneier wrote, “as if the attack were looking for the exact
point of failure.” Think of the mighty Maginot Line, tested again
and again by the German Army in 1940, until it found the weak
point and rolled into Paris.
The diﬀerence with the internet is that it is not clear in the United
States who is supposed to be protecting it. The network does not
belong to the government — or really to anyone. Instead, every
organization is responsible for defending its own little piece.
Banks, retailers and social media hubs are supposed to invest in
protecting their websites, but that does not help much if the
connections among them are severed.

Few have heard of Dyn, but it essentially acts as one of the
internet’s giant switchboards. Bring it to a halt, and the problems
spread instantly. It did not take long to reduce Twitter, Reddit and
Airbnb — as well as the news feeds of The New York Times — to a
crawl.
The culprit is unclear, and it may take days or weeks to detect it. In
the end, though, the answer probably does not mean much
anyway.

The Department of Homeland Security is supposed to provide the
baseline of internet defense for the United States, but it is
constantly playing catch-up. In recent weeks, it deployed teams to
the states to help them find and patch vulnerabilities in their voter
registration systems and their networks for reporting results.

The vulnerability the country woke up to on Friday morning can be
easily exploited by a nation-state such as Russia, which the
Obama administration has blamed for hacking into the Democratic
National Committee and the accounts of Hillary Clinton’s
campaign oﬃcials. It could also be exploited by a criminal group,
which was the focus of much of the guesswork about Friday’s
attack, or even by teenagers. The opportunities for copycats are
endless.

The F.B.I. investigates breaches, but that takes time — and, in the
meantime, people want to bank online and stream television
shows. On Nov. 8, Americans will have to look up where they are
supposed to vote, and, in a few cases, they will cast their votes on
the internet. Yet the voting system is not considered part of the
nation’s “critical infrastructure.”

The starkest warning came in mid-September from Bruce
Schneier, an internet security expert, who posted a brief essay
titled “Someone Is Learning How to Take Down the Internet.” The
technique was hardly news: Entities like the North Korean
government and extortionists have long used “distributed denialof-service” attacks to direct a flood of data at sites they do not
like.

The head of the National Security Agency, Adm. Michael Rogers,
said recently that experts were looking at the problem the wrong
way. “We are over-focused on places and things,” he said in a talk
at Harvard. “We need to focus on the data,” and how it flows — or
doesn’t flow.
That is where the internet of things comes in. Most of the devices
have been hooked up to the web over the past few years with little
concern for security. Cheap parts, some coming from Chinese
suppliers, have weak or no password protections, and it is not
obvious how to change those passwords.

“If the attacker has a bigger fire hose of data than the defender
has,” he wrote, “the attacker wins.”
But in recent times, hackers have been exploring the vulnerabilities
of the companies that make up the backbone of the internet —
just as states recently saw examinations of the systems that hold
their voter registration rolls. Attacks on the companies escalated,

And the problem is quickly expanding: Cisco estimates that the
number of such devices could reach 50 billion by 2020, from 15
8
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billion today. Intel puts the number at roughly 200 billion devices in
the same time frame. (Assuming the global population is around
7.7 billion people in 2020, that would be about six to 26 devices
per person.)
Security researchers have been warning of this problem for years,
but that caution has largely been written oﬀ as hype or fearmongering. Then Brian Krebs, who runs a popular site on internet
security, was struck by a significant attack a few weeks ago. The
company protecting him, Akamai, gave up. The malware behind
the attack, called Mirai, had a built-in dictionary of common
passwords and used them to hijack devices to become attackers.
Chester Wisniewski, a principal computer research scientist at
Sophos, a security company, said that attacks like the one on Dyn
“might be the beginning of a new era of internet attacks conducted
via ‘smart’ things.”
“There are tens of millions more insecure ‘smart’ things that could
cause incredible disruptions, if harnessed,” Mr. Wisniewski added
in an email.
It is possible, investigators say, that the attack on Dyn was
conducted by a criminal group that wanted to extort the company.
Or it could have been done by “hacktivists.” Or a foreign power
that wanted to remind the United States of its vulnerability. The
answer may not come by Election Day, but the next wave of
attacks very well could.

9
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Bruce Schneier posted the following articles to schneier.com on.
September 13, 2016. tinyurl.com/jmpzrp3. He is an internationally
renowned security technologist, the author of 12 books, as well as
hundreds of articles, essays, and academic papers. He has testified
before Congress and is a frequent guest on television & radio.He is
the Chief Technology Oﬃcer at Co3 Systems, Inc.
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and continue. And so on, along those lines, as if the attacker were
looking for the exact point of failure.
The attacks are also configured in such a way as to see what the
company's total defenses are. There are many diﬀerent ways to
launch a DDoS attack. The more attack vectors you employ
simultaneously, the more diﬀerent defenses the defender has to
counter with. These companies are seeing more attacks using
three or four diﬀerent vectors. This means that the companies
have to use everything they've got to defend themselves. They
can't hold anything back. They're forced to demonstrate their
defense capabilities for the attacker.

Someone Is Learning How To Take Down The Internet
By Bruce Schneier
Over the past year or two, someone has been probing the
defenses of the companies that run critical pieces of the Internet.
These probes take the form of precisely calibrated attacks
designed to determine exactly how well these companies can
defend themselves, and what would be required to take them
down. We don't know who is doing this, but it feels like a large
nation state. China or Russia would be my first guesses.

I am unable to give details, because these companies spoke with
me under condition of anonymity. But this all is consistent with
what Verisign is reporting. Verisign is the registrar for many popular
top-level Internet domains, like .com and .net. If it goes down,
there's a global blackout of all websites and e-mail addresses in
the most common top-level domains. Every quarter, Verisign
publishes a DDoS trends report. While its publication doesn't have
the level of detail I heard from the companies I spoke with, the
trends are the same: "in Q2 2016, attacks continued to become
more frequent, persistent, and complex."

First, a little background. If you want to take a network oﬀ the
Internet, the easiest way to do it is with a distributed denial-ofservice attack (DDoS). Like the name says, this is an attack
designed to prevent legitimate users from getting to the site. There
are subtleties, but basically it means blasting so much data at the
site that it's overwhelmed. These attacks are not new: hackers do
this to sites they don't like, and criminals have done it as a method
of extortion. There is an entire industry, with an arsenal of
technologies, devoted to DDoS defense. But largely it's a matter of
bandwidth. If the attacker has a bigger fire hose of data than the
defender has, the attacker wins.

There's more. One company told me about a variety of probing
attacks in addition to the DDoS attacks: testing the ability to
manipulate Internet addresses and routes, seeing how long it takes
the defenders to respond, and so on. Someone is extensively
testing the core defensive capabilities of the companies that
provide critical Internet services.

Recently, some of the major companies that provide the basic
infrastructure that makes the Internet work have seen an increase
in DDoS attacks against them. Moreover, they have seen a certain
profile of attacks. These attacks are significantly larger than the
ones they're used to seeing. They last longer. They're more
sophisticated. And they look like probing. One week, the attack
would start at a particular level of attack and slowly ramp up
before stopping. The next week, it would start at that higher point

Who would do this? It doesn't seem like something an activist,
criminal, or researcher would do. Profiling core infrastructure is
common practice in espionage and intelligence gathering. It's not
normal for companies to do that. Furthermore, the size and scale
of these probes -- and especially their persistence -- points to
state actors. It feels like a nation's military cybercommand trying to
calibrate its weaponry in the case of cyberwar. It reminds me of the
US's Cold War program of flying high-altitude planes over the
10
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Soviet Union to force their air-defense systems to turn on, to map
their capabilities.
What can we do about this? Nothing, really. We don't know where
the attacks come from. The data I see suggests China, an
assessment shared by the people I spoke with. On the other hand,
it's possible to disguise the country of origin for these sorts of
attacks. The NSA, which has more surveillance in the Internet
backbone than everyone else combined, probably has a better
idea, but unless the US decides to make an international incident
over this, we won't see any attribution.
But this is happening. And people should know.
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John Martellaro posted the following article to macobserver.com
on October 5, 2016. tinyurl.com/j8twxdm. © The Mac Observer,
Inc. A scientist and author, he has worked for NASA, the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, & Apple.
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that, in this day and age, many security fixes, many of which have
architectural impacts, are rolled into each major release.
Those architectural changes, in some cases, can impact the
operation of some apps. That’s one reason why Apple has a long
period of developer and public betas to work out those kinks. By
the time a major release, like Sierra, is launched, most of those
problems should be solved.

The Most Important Reason To Upgrade To MacOS
Sierra: Security
By John Martellaro

Why doesn’t Apple roll out the fixes piecemeal? The answer is that
some are synergistic and depend on major OS changes that could,
in turn, aﬀect developers. Secondly, many sound scary, but are still
in proof of concept phase and aren’t widespread in real world
exploitations. They need to be attended to, but an urgent single
point security update isn’t called for.
A Helpful Analysis from Intego
The Mac Security Blog at Intego is a very helpful place to find out
more about all this. In the post for 21 September 2016, Jay
Vrijenhoek explains the situation with Sierra nicely.
1. Apple maintains a webpage that provides details for all its
security updates.

When Apple launches a new version of one of its OSes, say,
macOS Sierra, the first thing users think about is the features. If
they’re a bit more methodical, they’ll look at their mission critical
apps and monitor for updates from those associated developers.
But, above all, a decision to not upgrade (or do it soon) must be
balanced against the security updates folded into the new version.

2. The entry for Sierra cites 65 security fixes.
3. According to author Vrijenhoek, there is something important to
note:
For those not familiar with reading Apple Security bulletins, the
addressed vulnerabilities mention ‘Available for: OS X El Capitan
v10.11.6,’ but this means the vulnerability was found in OS X El
Capitan and fixed only if you update to macOS Sierra.

Security Protocol
The feature list of macOS Sierra is deceptively simple. It is so
modest in its scope that some users may be seduced into thinking
that they may not need the upgrade, even though it’s free. That’s a
bad idea.

Note that the Security Update2016-001 for El Capitan and
2016-005 for Yosemite only fixes a few critical kernel issues, not
the 65 issues fixed in Sierra.

When a new version of macOS comes out, my first reaction is to
check my mission critical apps. Being both a writer and a
podcaster, I can’t aﬀord a show stopper. But I’m always mindful

Accordingly, if you’re good to go with all your mission critical apps,
it’s a good idea to upgrade to macOS Sierra just to make sure one
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of these obscure bugs doesn’t get exploited in the wrong place
and the wrong time: your Mac.
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The bad guys are resourceful and aggressive. Apple customers
should never assume they can do nothing and get away with it.

It’s also important to recognize that because iOS is a descendant
of [Mac] OS X, it often shares common security flaws. Author
Vrijenhoek correctly points out:
As an added bonus, the list of vulnerability fixes in iOS 10 was
amended to show 28 additional vulnerabilities that were addressed
in the release. Apple did not release these details until Sierra was
released, likely because both operating systems shared the same
flaws. Publishing details on the flaws that were addressed in iOS
10 would have given those with malicious intent a nice roadmap of
what to exploit in OS X.
I surmise this is why major releases of macOS and iOS and tvOS
are rolled in the same month. Apple often has to address the same
flaw in all variations of its OSes.
Be Aggressive. Like Apple
I’m being a little over the top next, but not much. If you’ve been
thinking that you can continue to survive with, say, a 2007 iMac
running Mountain Lion, I’d advise against it if that Mac is
connected to the Internet.
I also surmise that the reason Apple encourages updates with it’s
Auto-downloading feature is so that customers are always mindful
of the need to upgrade. Because Apple’s OS updates are free,
Apple’s only incentive is to protect its customers, not develop a
revenue stream. On the other hand, forcing users to upgrade
before they’ve certified their mission critical apps would be
inappropriate. Apple has chosen a wise middle ground. “macOS
Sierra Now Auto-downloading, but not Auto-installing.”
After a new macOS release, there are lots of articles that will guide
you though the update of your apps so you can then update your
OS. Here’s one by our Bob LeVitus: “macOS Sierra and App
Compatibility.”
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on O October 4,
2016. tinyurl.com/zlk632l. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips and
good info.

Macos Sierra Slow? Here’s Why & How To Speed
Sierra Up
Another possible cause of a perceived slowdown after updating to
macOS Sierra is the new Photos app, which indexes and scans all
photos for identifiable features and faces. This can take quite a
while as well, particularly if you have a very large Photos app
library. This is another process that you need to let complete in
order for Photos to work properly.
The solution? Wait it out. I know, waiting isn’t always satisfying,
but it’s easy and it works! For the vast majority of users, the reason
their Mac feels slow after updating to macOS Sierra is because of
the reindexing features that are going on
in the background. These tasks can
consume a notable amount of CPU cycles
as they complete, leading to blazing fans,
slow performance, and Mac that feels like
it’s running hot, but once the background
tasks are finished the Mac will be speedy
again. (this can also be the case with iOS
10 sluggishness, by the way).

Some Mac users who have updated to macOS Sierra have felt
their computer is running slower than it should be. If you have
noticed a performance hit after upgrading to macOS Sierra, there
is likely a good reason for it, and it’s even more likely to have a
simple solution.
Read on to learn why macOS Sierra may be running slow (some
MacBook users notice their Mac is hot and fans are blasting away
too), and what you can do about it.

Let the Mac sit turned on overnight while
it’s not in use, and all indexing processes should be complete by
morning with performance returned to normal.

1: Slow Mac After Sierra Update? Fans Blazing? WAIT!

2: Mind Your Messages

Immediately after updating to macOS Sierra, the Mac must reindex the drive for use with Spotlight and Siri, the built-in search
functions in Mac OS. This can take quite a while to complete,
particularly if you have a large hard drive with a ton of files. It is
important to just let this process complete itself, interrupting
Spotlight indexing will cause Spotlight to not work properly, and it
will just attempt to re-index again anyway.

Do you use the Mac Messages app? If so, pay attention if you are
receiving tons of animated GIFs and stickers, which can arrive in
abundance from an iOS 10 iPhone user who is having fun with the
new Messages stickers, gifs, eﬀects, and other chaos that can be
sent from iOS 10 Messages app.
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Receiving animated GIFs in particular can cause a temporary
slowdown on the Mac and in the Messages app in particular, if
those message windows are open and actively on display and
animating as intended.
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4. Exit out of System Preferences

The good news is that the animated gifs will stop playing and
pause automatically once they are oﬀ screen in the Messages app,
so just send a few messages in response, or clear the chat log,
and Messages app will be smooth again and whatever sluggish
behavior will remedy itself.
While gifs, eﬀects, and stickers are undoubtedly fun (even though
you can’t send the message eﬀects back from a Mac… for now
anyway), just have a little awareness about leaving these message
windows open on the Mac.
And by the way, for the technically inclined people, you can test
this out immediately by opening a new message window and
sending or receiving a few animated gifs and leaving that chat
window open… in Activity Monitor you will see Messages spike in
CPU activity.

This will have an immediate eﬀect on the appearance of Mac
windows, titlebars, sidebars, and other UI elements by using
reduced transparency, and you won’t see as many animations
throughout Mac OS either with Reduce Motion turned on as well,
which is a new option in Sierra. The result can be a speedier Mac.

3: Use Reduce Transparency & Reduce Motion
Eye candy eﬀects like transparent windows and overlays sure look
nice, but they can also lead to performance reduction as each new
window requires more system resources to draw and maintain.
Additionally, the Mac has many motion type eﬀects within Mission
Control and elsewhere that zip and zoom around.

4: Clean Oﬀ a Cluttered Desktop
Many Mac users store tons of files on their desktops, resulting in a
very cluttered desktop full of files and folders and other stuﬀ.
Don’t do this. It can slow down performance.

Fortunately macOS Sierra allows you to turn this eye candy oﬀ,
which can result in a notable performance increase, particularly for
power users who have a lot of apps or windows open concurrently.

The easiest solution to this is to drag and drop everything from the
desktop into a separate folder on the desktop, call it “Clutter” or
“Desktop stuﬀ” or whatever you want, and then open and use that
folder when you need to access your desktop stuﬀ. Another option
is to hide all desktop icons completely using a defaults command,
but that is best for advanced users since it involves the Terminal
and disabling the Desktop feature.

1. Open the  Apple menu and go to System Preferences, then
choose “Accessibility”
2. Go to “Display” settings
3. Check the box for “Reduce motion” and “Reduce
transparency”
15
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5: Check Activity Monitor for Background Tasks & Oddities

force quitting random tasks and processes, the Mac has many
system tasks that run in the background and if forcibly quit it will
certainly mess something up and cause bigger problems.
Consider Alternate Causes of Slowdowns
If you’ve tried all of the above and you’re still experiencing what
you consider to be unusual slowdowns or sluggish behavior with
macOS Sierra, it’s always possible there is something else going
on. Maybe it’s an incompatibility with a specific app, maybe it’s
Time Machine stalling out and grinding resources while it prepares
for eternity, or maybe you’re experiencing a rare but truly
problematic macOS Sierra experience full of kernel errors and
other headaches.

If a Mac feels sluggish, the simplest way to quickly see if
something is actively consuming resources on a Mac is with
Activity Monitor.
You can open Activity Monitor from /Applications/Utilities/ then go
to the “CPU” tab and sort by “% CPU”, the topmost items will
show you what, if anything, is using high amounts of CPU (shown
as a percentage of CPU resources).

You can engage in troubleshooting various Sierra diﬃculties, or
you can always clean install Sierra or even downgrade macOS
Sierra and revert back to the prior Mac OS X version if you declare
it’s all too much of a hassle.

In this screenshot example, the “mds” and “mds_stores”
processes are running and using a notably high level of CPU –
these processes, along with “mdworker” are part of the
aforementioned Spotlight indexing that will complete itself. Until
these are finished running, the Mac may feel a bit slower than
usual.

Did you notice a change in performance after updating to macOS
Sierra? Did any slow behavior resolve by waiting or trying the tips
above? Is your Mac faster or slower with Sierra? Let us know your
experiences in the comments.

Other than normal system background tasks and apps, it’s
possible you’ll find an errant process or unusual task running and
taking up a lot of CPU. If this is the case, quit out of the application
as usual, or if it’s a background task, you may need to update the
parent application to be compatible with Sierra.
Advanced users can force quit the app, or even uninstall and
remove the app if it won’t behave at all. Absolutely do not start
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on October 14,
2016. tinyurl.com/zrz9v7d. © OSX Daily.
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• Using YouTube Picture in Picture Mode – for using PiP on
YouTube videos, you will need to right-click (or control+click)
TWICE to gain access to the “Enter Picture in Picture” menu

How To Use Picture In Picture Video Player On Mac

Picture in Picture mode is one of the more useful features available
in the latest version of MacOS, essentially it allows you to pop
open a little hovering video player that is unobtrusive as it floats
over the screen. This is great whether you’re watching a game,
tutorial, TV show, or a movie while working (or just pretending to
work).

• The video will immediately pop-out into a Picture in Picture
player which can be moved around on screen and resized as
necessary

Using Picture in Picture mode requires macOS Sierra 10.12 or
later, and the feature works with any web-based video playing in
Safari, and some third party apps are adopting support as well. If
you don’t have a modern version of Mac OS, don’t worry, we’ll
point you to an alternative solution for using Picture in Picture too,
so you’re not left totally in the dust with this nice feature.
How to Use Picture in Picture Video on Mac
1. Open Safari and visit any video you want to place into
PIP mode
2. Start playing the PIP video, then right-click (or
Control+Click) on the playing video and choose “Enter Picture in
Picture”
17
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The pop-up window has video play/pause controls, and you can
also send the video back into the originating browser window.

The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on October 18,
2016. tinyurl.com/zct6r2t. © OSX Daily.

You’ll find the video embed has changed to a message stating
“This video is playing in Picture in Picture”, this will remain active
until you close the PiP window, or the originating video player
window.

Move & Relocate The Spotlight Search Window In
Mac OS X
The Spotlight search window can be moved around screen in
modern versions of Mac OS X, which is great if you want to move
the Spotlight window away from something that it’s obstructing, or
perhaps because you’d rather it be in the corner of the display
then in the middle of the Mac screen.

If you close the originating Safari window, the picture-in-picture
window of that video will also close.
We are using the embedded video below, it’s a thrilling slow
motion video of a wasp crawling around in a glass. Go ahead and
start playing the video, then right-click on the video twice (since
it’s YouTube it requires the double right-click) and choose “Enter
Picture in Picture” mode to immediately try this out yourself.
Moving the Spotlight Search window is simple, simply summon
Spotlight as usual through the menu bar item or
Command+Spacebar shortcut, then click and hold on the
Spotlight window and drag it to your desired location.

Remember, these features require a modern version of Mac OS,
anything beyond 10.12 will have PiP natively. Don’t have a modern
version of Mac OS but want to use picture-in-picture mode? Sure
thing, check out Helium app to gain a similar PIP feature in other
versions of Mac OS X, it works in a similar manner.
Finally, Picture in Picture Mode is usable on iPad too, if you have
an iPad be sure to check that out as well.
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You can move Spotlight anywhere on screen, whether the search
field is populated or not.
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The exciting video below demonstrates moving the Spotlight
search window around, and also resetting it to the default center
location on the Mac display:

You can even tuck the Spotlight search window into the upper
right corner of the display to mimic the appearance of earlier
versions of Spotlight in MacOS X.

See original for video link.
Heads up to LifeHacker for the centering trick.

Reset the Spotlight Search Window to Center Location with a
Click & Hold

To be able to move Spotlight around you’ll need macOS or OS X
10.11 or later on the Mac, earlier versions do not allow the window
or search field to move.

Moved the Spotlight window oﬀ screen and can’t access it? Or
maybe you just want the Spotlight search field to be perfectly
centered again?

Want to learn more about Spotlight searching for OS X and iOS?
Check out other Spotlight search tips or learn some of the nifty
Spotlight search tricks new in modern versions of Mac OS X.

No sweat, just click and hold on the Spotlight icon in the menu bar
of Mac OS X to re-center the spotlight window exactly back into
the top middle of the screen again, at it’s original default location.
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Tom Nelson posted the following article to about.com on
September 16, 2016. tinyurl.com/j72w7h7.© About.com. He is a
consultant and writer providing Macintosh training, advice, &
support. He has written hundreds of articles, tutorials, & product
reviews
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case, Siri performs the searches locally on your Mac, and no data
is sent to Apple's cloud platform.
With an understanding of the very basics of Siri privacy and
security, you can decide if you want to use Siri. If so, read on.
Enabling Siri on Your Mac

How To Use Siri On Your Mac

Siri uses a preference pane to control its basic features, including
turning Siri on or oﬀ. Siri also has an icon in the Dock that can be
used to quickly enable it; if Siri is already enabled, you can click on
the icon to indicate you're about to speak to Siri.

By Tom Nelson
Since the release of macOS Sierra, Apple has included the everpopular Siri digital assistant from iOS devices. Now Siri is waiting
in the wings to be the assistant for us Mac users as well.

We're going to go directly to the Siri preference pane to initially
turn Siri on, because it also includes many of Siri's options, which
aren't available from the Siri icon in the Dock.

While Siri is included with macOS, it isn't enabled by default, and
requires you to make a small eﬀort to turn the Siri service on. This
makes sense for many reasons, including privacy and security.

1. Launch System Preferences by clicking its icon in the Dock, or
selecting System Preferences from the Apple menu.

Security and Privacy With Siri
From a security perspective, Siri uses Apple's cloud-based
services to perform many of its basic functions. Many companies
have explicit policies about the use of cloud-based services,
specifically to prevent corporate secrets from ending up in the
cloud, where the company has no control over them. Even if you
don't work for a company that's concerned about secrets, you
should be aware that Siri will be uploading data to the cloud to
help it answer questions you may ask.

2. In the System Preferences window that opens, select the Siri
preference pane.
3. To turn Siri on, place a checkmark in the box labeled Enable
Siri.
4. A dropdown sheet will appear, warning you that Siri sends
information to Apple. Click the Enable Siri button to continue.
Siri Options

When you use Siri, the things you say are recorded and sent to
Apple's cloud platform, which then processes the request.

Siri sports a number of options that you can select from the Siri
preference pane. One of the first things I recommend is to place a
checkmark in the Show Siri in Menu Bar option. This will give you
a second place where you can conveniently click to bring up Siri.

In order to adequately process the query, Siri needs to know quite
a bit about you, including such things as your name, nickname,
friends' names and nicknames, people in your contact list, and
appointments in your calendar. This allows Siri to answer personal
questions, such as when is my sister's birthday, or when is Dad
going fishing again.

• Siri can speak to you in over 30 languages or dialects. You can
pick which to use from the Language dropdown menu.
• Siri can use a number of diﬀerent voices to speak to you with,
including American, Australian, British, Irish, and South African.
Use the Siri Voice dropdown menu to make your selection.

Siri can also be used to perform searches for information on your
Mac, such as, Siri, show me files I worked on this week. In this
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• If you would rather not have Siri talking back to you, you can
turn Siri oﬀ by selecting Oﬀ in the Voice Feedback section.
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Siri on the Mac has some additional tricks up its sleeve, including
the ability to perform local file searches. Even better, the results of
the searches that appear in the Siri window can be dragged to the
desktop or to the Notifications panel, for quick access later on.

• Mic input allows you to select which audio input to use to
capture your voice. Normally, Siri will use your Mac's built-in
microphone (if present), but you may prefer to use a headset
mic or another device. You can use the dropdown menu to
select the mic input source.

But wait, there's more. Siri can work with many of the system
preferences, allowing you to configure your Mac via Siri. Siri can
change the sound volume and screen brightness, as well as many
of the Accessibility options. You can also ask about basic Mac
conditions, such as how much free space is available on your
drive.

Keyboard Shortcut allows you to select from one of three
predefined keyboard shortcuts:
• Command + Space

Siri also works with many of the Apple apps, letting you launch
apps by saying things such as Open Mail, Play (song, artist,
album), even start a call with FaceTime. Just say, FaceTime with
Mary, or whomever you would like to call. Making that FaceTime
call with Mary is a good example of why Siri needs to know a lot of
information about you. It has to know who Mary is, and how to
place a FaceTime call to her (by name, email address, or phone
number).

• Option + Space
• Fn (Function) + Space
• Customize
The default is to hold down the command and space keys at the
same time. Doing so causes Siri to appear in the upper right
cornet and ask, 'What can I help you with?' You can select any of
the options, including customize, which allows you to create your
own keyboard shortcut.

Siri can also be your social media secretary. If you have your Mac
connected to your social media accounts, such as Twitter or
Facebook, you can tell Siri to "Tweet" and then follow that up with
the content you wish to send out on Twitter. The same works for
Facebook; simply say "Post to Facebook," followed by what you
wish to say.

Remember, you can also click on the Siri icon in the Dock, or the
Siri item in the menu bar, to activate Siri.
What Can Siri Do for You?

And this is only the beginning of what Siri on the Mac can do.
Apple is releasing a Siri API allowing developers to make use of
Siri, so stay tuned to the Mac App Store to discover all-new uses
for Siri on your Mac.

Now that you know how to activate Siri and set up the Siri options,
the question becomes, what can Siri do for you?
Siri can do a lot of things, but its best asset is that since the Mac is
capable of multitasking, you don’t need to stop what you're doing
to interact with Siri. As you can imagine, Siri can be used much
like Siri on the iPhone. You can ask Siri for just about any bit of
information you need, such as the weather for today, show times
at nearby theaters, appointments and reminders you need to
create, or the answers to hard questions, such as, who invented
the corndog?
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on October 21,
2016. tinyurl.com/zshb3om. © OSX Daily.

How To Change Siri Keyboard Shortcut For Mac

What keyboard shortcut you use to open Siri on the Mac depends
on your usage, but some users ay appreciate a simpler keystroke
option, like a single function key that is otherwise unused.
Personally I use Option + Space to summon Siri from the Mac
rather than holding Command + Space, since Command+Space is
also the keystroke for opening Spotlight, but many users like
Control Space and other choices as well, it’s really up to how you
use your Mac and keyboard.

As you likely know by now, there are multiple ways to summon Siri
on macOS; you can open Siri with a keyboard shortcut, you can
access Siri from the menu bar icon, and you can open Siri from the
Dock icon too. If you want to customize how you access Siri, you
can change the keyboard shortcut to nearly anything of your
choosing, allowing for a custom keystroke to open Siri on the Mac.

Opening Siri through a keystroke is particularly helpful for uses
who choose to hide the Siri menu bar icon and Dock icon since it
becomes the only way to access the assistant.

Remember, all this is doing is adjusting what keystrokes are used
to open Siri on the Mac, it has no impact on anything else and all
the standard Mac Siri commands will work regardless of how you
access the virtual assistant.

However you access Siri on the Mac, don’t forget to browse
through the list of Siri commands for Mac, there are many useful
ways to interact with the assistant within macOS.

How to Customize the Siri Keyboard Shortcut on MacOS
1. Go to the  Apple menu and choose “System Preferences”
2. Choose “Siri” control panel
3. Click the menu next to “Keyboard Shortcut” and either choose
from one of the preset Siri keystrokes or choose a custom
keyboard shortcut
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Walter Mossberg posted the following article to recode.com on
October 12, 2016. tinyurl.com/hqslrhj. ©. He is the co-creator and
co-Executive Editor with Kara Swisher of Recode, a site whose aim
is to reimagine tech journalism.

In addition to the iPhone, Siri is now on the iPad and was recently
added to the Mac. It’s also on Apple TV. Via the phone, it’s the key
user interface in Apple’s CarPlay infotainment system for autos,
and even the soon-to-be-released wireless AirPod earbuds.

Mossberg: Why Does Siri Seem So Dumb?

"When was the last time Siri delighted you with a satisfying and
surprising answer or action?"

By Walt Mossberg

Siri is also the point of the spear for Apple in the coming tech war
— it’s just getting started, to make artificial intelligence a natural,
conversational, part of your world at home, on your phone, in your
car, everywhere. And Apple had a big head start with Siri.

And if doesn’t get smarter soon, what does it mean for Apple?

So why does Siri seem so dumb? Why are its talents so limited?
Why does it stumble so often? When was the last time Siri
delighted you with a satisfying and surprising answer or action?
For me, at least, and for many people I know, it’s been years. Siri’s
huge promise has been shrunk to just making voice calls and
sending messages to contacts, and maybe getting the weather,
using voice commands. Some users find it a reliable way to set
timers, alarms, notes and reminders, or to find restaurants. But
many of these tasks could be done with the crude, pre-Siri voicecommand features on the iPhone and other phones, albeit in a
more clumsy way.
A blown advantage
Welcome to Mossberg, a weekly commentary and reviews column
on The Verge and Recode by veteran tech journalist Walt
Mossberg, executive editor at The Verge and editor at large of
Recode.

It seems to me that Apple has wasted its lead with Siri. And now
Google, Amazon, Microsoft, Facebook and others are on the
march. Apple has made excited announcements each time it
added knowledge domains like sports and movies and restaurants
to Siri on the iPhone. But it seems like it hasn’t added any major
new topic domains in quite a while.

I’ve been familiar with Siri longer than most people. Way back in
2009 — two years before Apple incorporated the intelligent digital
assistant into the iPhone — I stood onstage with the inventors of
the service while they debuted it at a tech conference I coproduced. At the time, it was just a third-party app on the iPhone
App Store. Not long thereafter, Apple bought the company, and the
assistant reemerged in 2011 with a splashy introduction as a core
feature of the iPhone 4s.

The only new domain listed on Apple’s Siri web page is for
controlling home devices compatible with Apple’s HomeKit
platform, a use case that’s quite small. You can now use Siri to
“turn the lights blue” or “turn on the bathroom heater” —
integrations that Amazon’s Echo and Alexa assistant have led the
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way on. And the always-listening Echo is faster than pressing the
iPhone’s home button to call up Siri, and more reliable than the
“Hey Siri” command, which can be hit-or-miss.
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But I suspect that people don’t ask those questions because, after
trying a time or two and getting no answers or wrong answers,
they just give up on Siri. And I can’t see how asking when the 2016
presidential debates are being held is a more “long tail” query than
asking when Abraham Lincoln was born. That’s a question Siri not
only can answer, but which Apple touts on its website.

When’s the presidential debate? Siri had no clue.
If you try and treat Siri like a truly intelligent assistant, aware of the
wider world, it often fails, even though Apple presentations and its
Siri website suggest otherwise. (And I’m not talking about getting
your voice wrong. In my recent experience, Siri has become quite
good at transcribing what I’m asking, just not at answering it.)

Everyday stumbles
Apple also says Siri is focused on enabling you “to work with your
device in a hands-free way.” But in my recent tests, it even fails for
me, or is inconsistent, too often, when relying on data that’s right
on the device or in iCloud.

In recent weeks, on multiple Apple devices, Siri has been unable to
tell me the names of the major-party candidates for president and
vice president of the United States. Or when they were debating.
Or when the Emmy awards show was due to be on. Or the date of
the World Series.

For instance, when I asked Siri on my Mac how long it would take
me to get to work, it said it didn’t have my work address — even
though the “me” contact card contains a work address and the
same synced contact card on my iPhone allowed Siri to give me
an answer.

When I asked, “What is the weather on Crete?” Siri gave me the
weather for Crete, Illinois, a small village which — while I’m sure
it’s great — isn’t what most people mean when they ask for the
weather on Crete, the famous Greek island.

Similarly, on my iPad, when I asked what my next appointment
was, it said “Sorry, Walt, something’s wrong” — repeatedly, with
slightly diﬀerent wording, in multiple places on multiple days. But,
using the same Apple calendar and data, Siri answered correctly
on the iPhone.

Google Now, on the same Apple devices, using the same voice
input, answered every one of these questions clearly and correctly.
And that isn’t even Google’s latest digital helper, the new Google
Assistant.

When I asked it for pictures I had taken in York, England, this
summer, it mixed them up with pictures I took years ago in
Yorktown, Virginia. And yes, it had transcribed the question itself
perfectly.

If you try most of these broken examples right now, they’ll work
properly, because Apple fixed them after I tweeted screenshots of
most of them in exasperation, and asked the company about
them.

It couldn’t find recent iMessages from my daughter-in-law, saying I
had none, on the very day she had sent two. And if you have
duplicate information for frequent contacts, Siri isn’t smart enough
to know which one you use most often, or used last time, to call or
text.

Apple stressed to me that it’s constantly improving Siri, and also
stressed that it focuses its Siri eﬀorts on the kinds of tasks that it
says millions of people ask every day: Placing phone calls,
sending texts and finding places. It puts much less emphasis on
what it calls “long tail” questions, like the ones I’ve cited above,
which in some cases, Apple says, number in only the hundreds
each day.

Who is Tim Cook?
It also can’t distinguish between the question of “who is” a person
and a request for that person’s contact card. For instance, I have a
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contact card for Apple CEO Tim Cook. When I ask, “Who is Tim
Cook?” Siri shows me the contact card, not his bio. But, on a
Samsung Galaxy S7 (Samsung’s non-exploding model) which also
has a contact card for Cook, Google Now understands the
question perfectly and gives me his Wikipedia entry. If I ask Google
Now on the Galaxy to “email Tim Cook,” it does that, too — just
like Siri.
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is when your phone connects to the Bluetooth in your car at a
certain time of day.
Bottom line
Yes, Siri can usually place a call or send a text. It can tell you
sports standings, Yelp restaurant reviews and movie times —
features Apple added years ago. And it must be said that all of its
competitors have their own limitations and also make mistakes.

Some consolation

But in its current incarnation, Siri is too limited and unreliable to be
an eﬀective weapon for Apple in the coming AI wars. It seems
stagnant. Apple didn’t become great by just following the data on
what customers are doing today. It became great by delighting
customers with feats they didn’t expect. The AI revolution will
demand that.

Siri isn’t the only element of Apple’s artificial intelligence strategy.
Its latest operating systems and core apps do some smart things,
like guessing an unknown caller’s name from information in an
email. Or automatically marking on a map where you parked your
car. Or notifying you via your Apple watch how long your commute
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Don Mayer posted the following article to the Kibbles & Bytes
Newsletter #1006 on October 21, 2016. © Small Dog Electronics,
Inc. He is the CEO of Small Dog Electronics.
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•
Connect your new Mac to a Time Capsule or external
drive that has a Time Machine backup of your old Mac.
My preference in terms of speed and reliability is the last. If you
have a Time Capsule or external drive with your Time Machine
back-up on it this is the fastest and best way to migrate your data.

Mac Migration Mania
By Don Mayer

Use Migration Assistant

Since I am heading south like a snow bird and new Macs are
probably right around the corner, I thought it would be a good time
to talk about how you can easily move your life from one computer
to another or migrate.
Fortunately, Apple makes it easy with Migration Assistant.
Migration Assistant copies all your files from one Mac to another or
from a PC to a Mac so you do not have to do that manually. If you
are migrating from a PC or to a new MacBook some of the steps
are a bit diﬀerent and we will talk about those, too.
Upgrade Your OS
The first step is to make sure that both Macs have the current
operating system and have installed any available updates. Your
old Mac will need Mac OS X 10.6.8 (Snow Leopard) or later.
Does your Mac have a name? Go to System Preference ->Sharing
and make sure your Mac has a name. If it doesn’t, take a few
hours to debate the appropriate name and enter it.

If you are connecting by cable (this is the “old” way) you need to
connect by FireWire or Thunderbolt cable and put the old Mac into
target disk mode. To start up in target disk mode, turn oﬀ your old
Mac and restart while holding down the “T” key.

It should go without saying, but I will say it anyway – make sure
both Macs are plugged in with their power adapters.

If you are not using a cable to connect, i.e. using Wi-Fi, Time
Capsule or external drive, just start up the old Mac as usual.

Make your Macs talk to each other
There are basically three ways to make sure that your Macs are
able to talk to each other:

On your new Mac you need to launch Migration Assistant which is
in the Utilities folder of the Applications folder. Once you launch
Migration Assistant you will be asked how you want to transfer the
data. Your choices are:

•
Connect both computers to the same local Wi-Fi or
Ethernet network.

• From a Mac, Time Machine backup, or start-up disk

•
C o n n e c t b o t h c o m p u t e r s d i re c t l y u s i n g a
Thunderbolt, FireWire, or Ethernet cable.

• From a Windows PC
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• To another Mac
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If you are a “switcher” there are some special instructions. I won’t
go into all the details here but complete instructions can be found
here

If you are migrating from Time Machine or a backup drive or are
connected by cable in target disk mode you are all set to start. But
for others, you will need to open Migration Assistant on the old
Mac, click continue and choose “To another Mac” from the
Migration Assistant window.

You will need to download either Windows Migration Assistant for
Mac OS Sierra or Windows Migration Assistant for Mac OS X El
Capitan or earlier. Running that on your PC will allow the Mac to
scan the drives on your PC to build a list of files to migrate. From
there you select the files you want to move to your Mac and hit
Continue.
Email, contacts, calendar information will be moved as well as
bookmarks, iTunes content, Pictures and other files.
If you have a new MacBook it is just a little diﬀerent. The best way
to do this would be to have a USB-C adapter that will allow you to
connect your Time Capsule or back-up drive to your MacBook. If
you want to do this over Wi-Fi you have to make sure that both
your old Mac and the new MacBook are on the same network.
Open Migration Assistant on both Macs and follow the
instructions.
You can also do this with an ethernet cable but that requires
adapters on both Macs in all likelihood and you can do it with a
USB-C to USB-C cable if you are migrating between two
MacBooks.

On your new Mac you will be asked to choose select a Time
Machine backup or start-up disk. Click continue. At this point you
might see a security code. Keep that handy to enter onto your old
Mac if requested.

I clearly remember the days when changing Macs was a long
process that never fully worked. Migration Assistant has simplified
this process and in my experience it is rock-solid. Now if Apple
would just release some new Macs so I can do some migration!

Now you are ready to actually migrate. On you new Mac, if you are
migrating from a Time Machine backup (you all have that, right?!)
you will see a list of backups organized by date. Choose the one
you want (usually the latest).
Select the information to transfer and click Continue and get a cup
of coﬀee, take a long walk, take a nap because this might take
awhile.
Once the migration is complete, before you give your old Mac to
your niece, check to see that all your files are there one your new
Mac and then you can wipe the old Mac.
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Melanie Pinola posted the following article to lifehacker.com on
March 25, 2014 under a Creative Commons License. tinyurl.com/
lxay4f9. She is a freelance writer, author, web coder, and graphic
designer.

The comparison below is based on the major features most people
use these apps for: taking notes, saving information from the web,
jotting down notes on the go, and other fine details.

Lifehacker Faceoﬀ: Onenote Vs. Evernote

OneNote and Evernote share the same main objective: To help you
get organized by keeping all your ideas, saved web pages, and
other documents in one place. They also oﬀer similar features,
such as a web clipper, Optical Character Recognition (or OCR,
which interprets images or scanned information as text), instant
syncing of notes to all your devices, and integration with thirdparty services.

Taking Notes: Two Very Diﬀerent Approaches

By Melanie Pinola

While they seem like similar tools, however, you can see the
biggest diﬀerence between these two apps at a glance. Above is
my OneNote note brainstorming this post. Below is a similar one
done in Evernote.

Now that Microsoft OneNote is free for Mac and Windows, the
price and cross-platform barriers to this much beloved note-taking
tool are gone. But how well does OneNote stack up to (the also
awesome) Evernote, Lifehacker readers' favorite note-taking app?
Let's take a look at where each app shines, and why you might
want to use one over the other.
OneNote Is the Better Digital Notebook
OneNote takes the "digital notebook" analogy to heart, organizing
notes into colored tabbed sections within notebooks. Also like
using a paper notebook, you can add text, images, tables, and
more anywhere on the page—side by side if you want—and format
them as easily as you can a Word document. OneNote's menus, in
fact, include text formatting tools like quick styles (for headings,
footers, etc.) and the very useful "format painter" tool to copy and
apply formatting. You can also customize how each note—really,
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they're more like pages than notes—looks: the background color,
gridlines, and page sizes. Or you can apply various templates to
make your notes or pages stand out.
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your notes by notebook and tag(s), your notes can appear in your
Google searches—one feature that puts it ahead of OneNote when
it comes to information you've seen before. (OneNote does have a
nifty summary pages feature that's like saved searches, but easier
to use.)

Continuing the word document analogy, OneNote also includes
writing tools like a research panel to look up reference sources, a
thesaurus, a spell checker, and language translation. You can also
dock your note to a small window on your desktop for easy notetaking or writing while you surf the web.

Also, Evernote's web clipper and email-to-notes services are
better than OneNote's (more on those in a bit). That makes
Evernote the better option for collecting random information and
quickly retrieving it later.

In the Windows desktop version, you can draw or handwrite
anywhere on a note as well. (Sadly, this isn't a feature in the Mac
version, although it might make sense, considering Macs don't
ship with touchscreen displays.)

Web Clipping and Third-Party Integration: Evernote Has a
Clearer Head Start
With its free OneNote release, Microsoft also added a much
needed universal web clipper. Previously, you could clip entire
pages in Internet Explorer or use the virtual "print to OneNote"
printer in other browsers, but it was clunkier than dedicated
solutions like Evernote's clipping browser extensions. OneNote
also now has a dedicated me@onenote.com email address you
can send emails to.

Also, in OneNote you can choose to show or hide notebooks—
which helps cut down on visual clutter— and make some notes
"subpages" (indenting them in the page menu)—which helps
create a visual hierarchy of notes and group them together easily.
In short, if you want to make your notes look pretty or organize
them the way you would a paper notebook, OneNote's powerful
and flexible formatting capabilities are for you. It's ideal for
brainstorming, visually organizing your notes, and creating longer
content.

Both the web clipper and new send-to email address are essential,
helpful tools if you use OneNote to save web pages and emails.
They're just not as functional as Evernote's (screenshot above).

Evernote Is a Better Digital File Cabinet

OneNote saves web clips via the bookmarklet to the same "Quick
Notes" section of your default notebook. If you want it in a diﬀerent
notebook or section, you have to move it after you clip it. Also, the
web clip is saved as an image—in essence, OneNote takes a
screenshot of the web page; that image is OCRed and searchable,
but you can't select text to copy elsewhere. With the Evernote web
clipper, by contrast, you can not only clip the page intact as a fulltext article, but also highlight parts of it, specify which notebook it
should go into, add multiple tags to the clipping, and add a
reminder to the clip. It's the diﬀerence between saving a web page
with post-it notes and highlighted notes specifically where you
want to save it…and taking a picture of a web page and dumping
it in a catchall folder.

Evernote, on the other hand, is more of a "digital file
cabinet" (Evernote's slogan is, of course, "remember everything").
It has a simpler, starker user interface, and it's more conducive to
making simpler notes than more styled ones.
What it lacks in style, Evernote makes up for in information
management. You can quickly create a note, tag it, share it, and
set a reminder for it in about the time it would take you to find out
how to share a note in OneNote. (For OneNote users: Right-click
and copy the page link or use the email button.) Evernote also
adds potentially helpful metadata to your notes, like where you
made them.
Even though it uses the notebook metaphor, Evernote is more like
a database of everything you've ever saved. Not only can you filter
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Similarly, the new email-to-notes feature in OneNote is convenient
and welcome, but could oﬀer more options. Once you enable your
registered Microsoft accounts to be able to send to OneNote, you
only have to remember the me@onenote.com address to send or
share anything to OneNote. That's it, though. With Evernote's
email system, you can add information to your subject line to
better file your email note. Add @Notebook to specify the
notebook, for example, or #tag to add tags to the note.
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In terms of Android widgets, both are pretty similar. OneNote has
added the ability to pin notebooks or notes to the home screen,
and the widgets let you see the most recent notes as well as
quickly add a text, photo, or audio note.
Evernote's mobile apps, however, allow you to move notes to
other notebooks, tag them, share them via email or other sharing
apps, or set a reminder to them. In OneNote's mobile app, you can
only add a photo, audio, or text note. You'll need to manage or
share the note on your desktop.

Don't get me wrong, the new web clipping bookmarklet and email
sending features are great for OneNote, and you might not need
more than what these have to oﬀer if you use OneNote to
occasionally save web pages and emails. Evernote's (longestablished) versions just oﬀer more options.

OneNote is fine if you only use your mobile device to read or make
basic notes on the go. If you want to use the app mostly on mobile
and expect it to perform like a desktop app, Evernote is your
better bet.

Similarly, OneNote has been adding third-party app integration
support, so now you can do things like send articles from a
specific site to OneNote or create pages from a text message to
OneNote via IFTTT. Other OneNote apps include LiveScribe,
News360, and Feedly.

Other Important Considerations
The above analysis makes it seem like Evernote wins hands-down
on most points, and for those pretty important points, it might. But
the fine diﬀerences between the two apps might make a big
diﬀerence too.

By contrast, though, since Evernote has been built from the
beginning as a web-based service with an API for developers, you
can add many more apps to Evernote to supercharge it as a
productivity tool.

More OneNote Advantages
OneNote is integrated into Windows.Hit Win+N and you can
create a sticky note-like note instantly in OneNote. If you have a
touchscreen Windows PC, OneNote lets you change the UI to
make it more touch-friendly.

In short, OneNote is catching up, but it hasn't caught up
completely when it comes to extensions of the program or
productivity-enhancing add-ons.

OneNote works betters with the Microsoft Oﬃce
ecosystem, of course. You can add reminders to text in your note
via Outlook, share OneNote notes or notebooks on SharePoint
with your company (paid version only), or embed Word, Excel, or
Visio documents (and edit them in OneNote). In two clicks, you can
add meeting details from Outlook to OneNote, which is probably
why Lifehacker readers voted it the best meetings minutes service.

Notes on the Go: Evernote Oﬀers the Most Desktop-Like
Experience
OneNote's mobile apps are what you would expect, if you expect
a developer to think "People on mobile only need this, this, and
this feature, so let's scrap the rest." Evernote's mobile apps are
more like the developers thought "How can we tweak the app for a
mobile interface?" The two perspectives make a big diﬀerence.
Evernote retains much of the functionality of the desktop apps,
while OneNote–still awesome as a note-taking and capturing tool,
mind you—is more limited in mobile than it is on desktop.

OneNote lets you tag parts of the page individually.If this
were a OneNote note, for example, I could have tagged this bullet
point "remember for later" while the bullet before I could have
tagged "question."
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OneNote has rich collaboration features not available in
Evernote, such as seeing revision authors and finding comments
by author. Paid OneNote users (e.g., in the corporate environment)
have many more note-sharing tools and notes revision histories
features.
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OneNote is just now catching up to Evernote, at least when it
comes to cross-platform compatibility. But there are reasons why
OneNote users—suﬀering a Windows-only platform and dismal
mobile apps—stayed loyal to OneNote. The visual interface and
stronger formatting features make OneNote much better for
brainstorming and certain types of note-taking.

You can drag-and-drop files as embedded objects in
OneNote. For example, if you drag a document to OneNote as you
(even a Google Docs shortcut!), you can insert it as an attachment
or embed it in full as a printout. In Evernote, a similar document
can only be added as an attachment.

There's no single note-taking style, of course. Choose the one
that's best for your organizing needs, or try both together. You
might find a place for both apps in your life.

If you want to export your OneNote notes, you can do so in
more formats: In addition to the proprietary OneNote format, you
can export entire sections or pages at once into PDF, Word, or
HTML. Evernote only lets you select notes to format into its own
format or XML or HTML.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2016 MEETINGS

More Evernote Advantages
You can add a reminder to an Evernote note. Although you
can also add a reminder to a note in OneNote, you'd have to have
Outlook installed in order to do so (and be willing to open Outlook
every time you use OneNote). With Evernote, reminders are builtin.

January 9
February 13
March 12
April 9
May 14

Evernote's sharing options are much stronger. You can
share a note via Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn, as well as via email
or URL.

June 11
July 9
August 13
September 10
October 8
November 12
December 10

You can encrypt (password-protect) selected text in any
note. In OneNote, you can encrypt entire notebook sections, but
that's only for the premium (paid) Microsoft Oﬃce versions. In
Evernote, select text and right-click to encrypt it.
Which One Should You Use?
Choosing between Evernote and OneNote is like choosing
between Evernote and Springpad: Both (or, really, all three) occupy
the same app category space, but it might not be an either-or
question.
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Bob LeVitus recently posted the following article to
boblevitus.com. tinyurl.com/jl9d6ad. Bob is the author of more
than 80 books, a computer columnist, and Mac expert. He writes a
weekly column for The Mac Observer and is one of my favorite
authors and speakers.
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There is one last thing: I want to
make it clear that I'm a Maconly kind of guy. That means
that the things I write (usually)
make perfect sense to Mac
users. So, no oﬀense Windows
users, but I just don't do
Windows™ —I never have and I
never will. I've even got a
button that says so pinned
where I can see it as I work (in
case I forget)!

It Took Me 30 Years To Lick Procrastination And
Become Hyper-Productive. I Can Teach You In 30
Days.
By Bob LeVitus
My name is Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus and I’ve
written more than 80 books like macOS Sierra
For Dummies, iPhone For Dummies, and iPad
For Dummies, to name a few. I'll celebrate 20
years as a tech columnist for the Houston
Chronicle in March, and I've written for the Mac
Observer almost as long. I'm also the host and
producer of The BobLeVitus.TV Show (currently
on hiatus while I work on Working Smarter for Mac Users).

So join the list if you like, but please don't ask me about Windows
stuﬀ. I'll just say what I always say: Give me a break! My middle
name is “Dr. Mac” and I don't do Windows!
That's all for now, but before you go, I'd love for you to click here
and check out my blog. Like my newsletter, it'll be chock full of
tips, hints, shortcuts, tutorials, and recommendations. It's just
getting started but it'll have all that and more RealSoonNow™ or
my name isn't Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus. 🤓

But you're here, so you're obviously interested in my newest
creation, Working Smarter for Mac Users.

Regards,

What the heck is Working Smarter for Mac Users anyway? First,
it's the title of my new book, coming out this Fall. It's also the
name of this web site and my awesome new newsletter—both
dedicated to one of my favorite pursuits in the world: Helping other
Mac users do more work in less time without procrastinating so
they have more time for the things they love.

Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus
Proprietor
WorkingSmarterForMacUsers.com

If you're a Mac user like me, and you'd like to learn how you can
be more productive and have more time for the things you love,
just sign up for my newsletter (see below) and then use the tips
you'll receive each week. It's that simple. Each issue will bring you
exclusive tips, techniques, or great advice on how to get more
work done in less time, all delivered to your mailbox weekly and
completely free of charge and advertising.
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Michael deAgonia posted the following article to
computerworldcom on October 7, 2016 tinyurl.com/jbqys6x. ©
Computerworld Inc. He is an award-winning writer, computer
consultant and technologist who has been working on computers
since 1993.
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coerce millions of current users to upgrade and draw in Android
users looking to switch. The iPhone 7 and 7 Plus, unveiled on
Sept. 7 and in users' hands since Sept. 16, look much like the
iPhone 6S and 6S Plus, but looks are deceiving.
The iPhone 7 features a water-resistant housing; a new, nonmechanical Home button that relies on haptics for feedback; major
updates to the camera system; a notably better display; faster
system performance and up to 256GB of storage capacity. Battery
life, too, should be improved, despite the demands of the faster
system architecture.

The iPhone 7 Plus Is The Best iPhone Yet
By Michael deAgonia

In hand, I have the 256GB version of the iPhone 7 Plus in jet black
- the shinier of the two new black options. I've been using the
phone since it arrived Sept. 24 after a variety of shipping delays.
And yes, I got up at 3 a.m. to pre-order like millions of others. But
jet black supplies were constrained from the get-go.
Look and feel
For the third year in a row, Apple has kept the look and feel of the
iPhone the same. This is a break from the company's every-twoyear-redesign cadence, and has led to speculation that next year's
10th-generation model will represent a radical new look. The
iPhone 7 sports a smooth casing made from 7000 series aluminum
shaped to meet the all-glass front; build tolerances are tight
enough to give a seamless appearance.

Let's get this out of the way about the biggest change to the
iPhone 7: The elimination of the old-style audio jack doesn't mean
Apple is trying to force users to buy wireless AirPods. The iPhone
7 comes with wired headphones (that plug into the Lightning
connector port), and it comes with a free adapter if you have your
own headphones you'd rather use.

The iPhone 7 - the smaller of the two models - has a 4.7-in. LCD
screen and weighs 4.87 oz.; the Plus model has a 5.5-in. screen
and weighs 6.63 oz. Apple doubled the entry-level storage to
32GB, with 128GB and 256GB versions available for an extra $100
with each jump. (The jet black model is only available with 128GB
and 256GB of storage.)

If you're hung up on the missing audio jack, which you shouldn't
be, then the iPhone 7 isn't for you. For everyone else, I'll be clear:
The iPhone 7 is the best iPhone I've ever used - and I've owned
every single version, dating back to 2007.

The iPhone's high-resolution Retina HD display is flanked by either
a white or a black bezel; the rear case comes in silver, gold, rose
gold, jet black and matte black. (Sorry, space gray fans - the
iPhone 7 isn't oﬀered in that color.) The most noticeable change is
that the antenna lines have been moved to the top and bottom of

That this year's model is the best shouldn't be a surprise. Apple
has to out-execute itself (and its rivals) every year if it's going to
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the case, giving the iPhone 7 an unbroken, smooth finish. On the
darker colors, the antenna lines pretty much disappear (unless
held to the light at certain angles).
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content. That speed boost will be more dramatic if you're
upgrading from an iPhone 6 or earlier. Apple boasts that the A10 is
twice as fast compared to the A8 chipset in the iPhone 6, which
itself was dramatically faster than previous models.

The Power button, mute switch and volume buttons are
unchanged, and the Home button/ Touch ID fingerprint scanner is
still centered at the bottom of the display. But it's no longer a
mechanical button that you press down. It now uses a haptic
sensor - Apple's Taptic Engine - that is pressure sensitive and
gives click-like feedback when pressed.

That's speaking subjectively. Geekbench 4 CPU scores rate the
average iPhone 7 (and 7 Plus) score for multi-core CPU at
approximately 5600 (and a single-core CPU score at around 3440).
How does that translate into real-world performance? This video
shows how the iPhone 7 and 6S stack up. In this test, rows of
apps and games are launched, loaded, and closed in succession
for two laps. The first lap is a good indicator of system speed as
apps are loaded; the second lap shows how well the operating
system handles resource management as it reloads each app. I
like this test because that's what everyone does on their phone
every day: open and close and reopen apps.

The new Home button takes some getting used to; it's not any
harder or easier to use than before, but it does feel diﬀerent. The
response to pressing the Home button is more akin to a thump
than a click. One of the benefits of the new design is that you can
adjust how much of a response you'll feel. Just go to Settings:
General: Home Button.

The iPhone 7 naturally bests 6S. And the 7 Plus tops the smaller 7,
especially in the second lap. That's because the 7 Plus comes with
3GB of memory; 1GB more than what's in the iPhone 7. Because
the iPhone 7 Plus can store more in memory, reloading apps is
faster. That's not the only thing the additional memory is used for;
I'll get to that below in the Camera section.

Same look, but improvements abound
Why would Apple take what's become an iconic design routinely
copied by competitors and tweak the Home button and
headphone jack? For one thing, both changes help make the
iPhone 7 more resistant to dust and water.

(For the curious, here's how the iPhone 7 stacks up against the
Samsung Galaxy Note 7.)

How resistant? Apple states that the iPhone 7 has an IP67 rating
under the IEC standard 60529, which is legalese meaning it can
survive for 30 minutes under three feet of water. It's fine if you drop
it in the sink or get caught in the rain, but try to avoid scuba diving.
(One tester actually did take it scuba diving while recording 4K
video with its built-in camera. But you shouldn't.) If it does get
immersed, Apple recommends waiting about five hours before
attempting to charge the phone again.

Fast performance is important, but it shouldn't come at the
expense of battery life. I'm pleased to report that I'm getting more
life out of my new phone than I did with the iPhone 6S. I've been
averaging between 20% and 40% of remaining battery life, having
used the iPhone constantly between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 5
p.m. (During my commute, I recharge both my Apple Watch and
iPhone, so both start my work day at 100%.) With the iPhone 6S, I
was having to re-charge by the time 4 p.m. rolled around each day.

Internally, the iPhone 7 is built around Apple's custom-designed
A10 Fusion chip. In normal use, the iPhone 7 is responsive and
quick to load, as was the iPhone 6S. The 64-bit A10 Fusion
chipset is rated 40% faster than the A9 found on the 6S, so
anyone upgrading from an iPhone 6S will notice a speed bump for
everyday tasks like loading apps, browsing the web and loading

So Apple delivered better performance and better battery life.
How? At least some credit has to go to the A10 Fusion chipset.
Fusion isn't just a slick marketing name; this CPU has four cores,
one pair for high-performance work, another pair of lower-clocked
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cores for non-intensive tasks like fetching email. An Appledesigned performance controller determines which processes use
which cores.
The Taptic Engine has also been updated. It's stronger, and can
react faster in an expanded range of frequencies. For that reason,
Apple tweaked iOS 10 to trigger haptic feedback for some specific
actions. When activating 3D Touch (where you press down harder
on the screen and get a pop-up menu) or using the Home button,
this haptic feedback is useful; at other times -- when pulling down
the Notification drawer or spinning the roulette interface like the
Timer in Clock app -- it's just a fun addition.

The iPhone 7 Plus has two cameras that allow for 2X optical zoom.

Something to really smile about
The iPhone 7 flat out takes better pictures than previous iPhones,
especially in lower- light situations. That's true for both the smaller
iPhone 7 and the larger iPhone 7 Plus, which has a new twocamera system.
In the iPhone 7, the rear camera has optical stabilization, an ƒ/1.8
aperture, and a six-element lens; it takes 12-megapixel photos. In
low-light situations, photos still show some digital noise, but the
new system is able to pick up more details and colors than before,
and the optical stabilization helps reduce blur due to light camera
shake. Not everyone has steady hands.
An updated True Tone flash system relies on four LEDs to
compensate for low-light cases when a flash is needed. These
LEDs are brighter than before (Apple says 50% brighter), and help
bring out more natural colors (such as skin tone) compared to a
traditional flash.
The rear camera also records video at up to 4K resolution at 30
frames per second and can capture better footage in low-light
situations. As before, the iPhone 7 can also record Time Lapse and
slow-motion footage.
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Thomas Wong posted the following article to ipadinsight.com on
September 29, 2016. tinyurl.com/gvkze8g. © iPad Insight.
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This brings me back to the 9.7-inch iPad Pro, because nobody
needs to resize a thing in order for apps to work perfectly on it. It is
the de-facto iPad resolution, and any app that works on the iPad 3
and above will work on the 9.7-inch iPad Pro.

Reflecting On The 12.9-Inch Vs 9.7-Inch iPad Pro
Form Factors

Quick and Easy

By Thomas Wong

What’s more, the size makes for such quick and easy computing.
There are definitely times where I miss having a lighter, smaller
iPad that I can just whip out of my bag for reading, or showing a
picture. The larger iPad Pro tends to demand a flat surface to be
placed on, or at the very least a knee to be propped against.
Even when there is a extra surface around, I’ll often have to clear
space for the larger iPad Pro because it’s just so big. I really hadn’t
thought about this aspect before purchasing it last year because I
had never really had to clear a space to rest my tablet. It isn’t a
forgettably convenient computer that you can pick up and put
down at a moment’s notice. I can almost imagine Jony Ive saying
that the iPad Pro “demands more of its users, forcing them to act
with greater intention.” I mean, he didn’t say that, but it does ring
true.

Every once in a while, I’ll read a post about the 9.7-inch iPad Pro
and wonder what could have been. I’ll look at my gargantuan 12.9inch tablet and wonder if I’ve made the right choice (it would be 10
months too late, if so). Ben Brooks, who works exclusively oﬀ of
iOS devices, just penned one of these kinds of posts about how
the 9.7-inch iPad Pro is the ideal size for most activities. I’d tend to
agree with him.

My Favourite iPad Yet

More Space

The funny thing is that this is the iPad I’ve most enjoyed owning;
even more than the iPad Air 2, which was a fantastic device. I think
that’s because this larger screen is just more comfortable to use
for extended sessions. I read can more text and see more content
without scrolling, and I love how my photo library looks on this
huge screen. However, the comfort is misleading. It fools me into
thinking I can work on iOS all day, when in fact, the operating
system itself isn’t quite ready for all-day usage. There is a level of
fatigue caused by reaching up to the top of the screen to tap on
buttons. This is the reason Apple themselves cited for not creating
touchscreen MacBooks. I was hoping to see a more eﬃcient and
ergonomic interface with iOS 10, but that release has come and
gone. I really do enjoy working on iOS, but I find there’s a limit of
about 3-4 hours before I start to get a little tired of being limited to
just a touchscreen for navigation.

I was really excited about the larger iPad Pro last year because I
was curious to see — just as with the 6S Plus — what iOS could
be if it had more room to play with. The answer, as it turns out, is
simply more comfortable. Not necessarily more powerful.
There’s a lot of potential in the extra space provided the 12.9-inch
iPad Pro, but nearly one year after its release, only the minority of
apps are taking full advantage of it. Most apps just content
themselves with showing more content, instead of finding diﬀerent
ways to present content. Ulysses and Tweetbot tend to lead the
way with creative use of sidebars, but like I said, there really aren’t
many apps like them.
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I still really enjoy the 12.9-inch iPad Pro, but it does have me
thinking about my next one: if I’m really only going to work on iOS
for short to medium stints, maybe the 9.7-inch screen really is the
sweet spot. Good enough for quick writing sessions, but still easy
and convenient for grabbing and reading on the subway.

NOVEMBER 2016

iOS release very carefully to see if it makes the iPad Pro more
productive in longer sessions i want to see features that take
advantage of the larger screen, and more design decisions that
acknowledge it isn’t ergonomically sound to reach up and tap the
top bar of an iPad for hours at a time. However, if that is not the
case with Apple’s next iOS update, I’ll very likely be looking at a
9.7-inch model as my next iPad.

Apple has gone and created The Most Comfortable iPad Ever in
the form of their 12.9-inch iPad Pro, but I’ll be watching the next

Daniel Nations posted the following article to
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lifewire.com on October 19, 2016. tinyurl.com/jsz4xac. ©
About.Inc. He has been writing, programming and following
technology since back in the Commodore Vic 20 days.
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Slide Over View. Multitasking starts with the Slide Over View. You
can open an app in Slide Over View by sliding your finger from the
far right edge of the screen towards the middle of the screen. A
new column of app icons will slide into place on the right side of
the screen. You can flick up and down to scroll through the list of
apps and simply tap the one you want to launch. Remember: you
will need to be inside of an app for this to work. If you are on the
Home Screen, sliding your finger from the right side of the screen
will just take you to a new page of apps.

How To Multitask On An iPad
By Daniel Nations

Split View. As its name suggests, Split View carves the screen in
half and dedicates an app to each half of the screen. But both
apps must be enabled for Split View, so it won't always be
available. Also, your must have at least an iPad Air 2 to run apps in
Split View.
The iPad must be in landscape mode for Split View multitasking. If
the apps are capable of running in Split View, you will see a small
line between the right-side column and the app. You can enter
Split View by touching this line and sliding your finger to the
middle of the screen without lifting it from the screen. Be careful
not to slide your finger all the way to the left side of the screen,
otherwise, the app in the column will launch in full-screen mode.

iPad Multitasking FAQ Slide Over View allows you to launch apps
from a right column on the iPad's screen.
The iPad takes a big jump forward in productivity with the ability to
open two apps at the same time. The iPad has long had a limited
form of multitasking, which allowed you to switch between apps
quickly and to listen to music from Pandora while you are doing
other things on your tablet. But the split-screen multitasking
introduced in the iOS 9 update takes this to "11", as Nigel Tufnel
would say.

Learn about Multitasking Gestures
Picture in Picture. This is definitely the coolest way to multitask
on the iPad. You can launch Picture in Picture any time you are
watching a video in a supported app. In the Videos app, the button
is located in the bottom-right corner of the screen and it looks like
a square with an arrow pointing to a smaller square. As you might
surmise, tapping the button puts the iPad in a mode similar to your
TV's Picture in a Picture mode, with the video running in a small
area on top of any other app you choose to launch.

The update to iOS 9 includes three new forms of multitasking:
Slide Over, Split View, and Picture in Picture. However, you will
need a newer iPad to enjoy these new features. Slide Over
multitasking requires at least an iPad Air or an iPad Mini 2, and if
you want to use Split View to essentially split your screen in two or
use the Picture in a Picture feature, you will need at least an iPad
Air 2.

While in Picture in Picture mode, you can resize the video by
pinching in or out with your fingers (similar to zooming in and out
of a webpage or photo), you can move it to any of the four corners
of the screen by simply tapping and dragging, and you can launch
back into full screen by tapping the video and then tapping the full-

As you might expect, Apple has made multitasking very simple. In
fact, they may have made it too simple.
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screen button, which looks similar to the button that launched into
Picture in Picture mode. You can also pause or exit the video from
this menu, and depending on the app, you may have other appspecific features available.
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take a look at some of the most frequently asked questions about
multitasking in iOS 9.
Why aren't all of my apps on the list? While Slide Over
multitasking works in almost any app, you can only launch apps
that have enabled the feature into the right column. Apple
introduced a new way of allowing apps to adjust to diﬀerent
screen and window sizes, and this feature must be adopted by the
app for it to work with the new split-screen multitasking features.

Is Multitasking Too Simple? Many of us have become quite
skilled at flipping through pages in a book or photos in an album
by flicking our finger from right to left on the screen, but with these
new multitasking features working by sliding our finger from the far
right edge of the screen, we may accidentally enable them when
we are just hoping to see the next picture or read the next page.
No doubt, this will be a little annoying at first, but eventually, we'll
correct the way we swipe through pages. Until then, we'll wish for
a quick-and-easy way to turn multitasking oﬀ while we read.

I've launched an app. How do I get back to the list of apps? If
you look at the very top of the column where the Slide Over app is
running, you will notice a small gray line right at the edge of the
screen. You can get back to the list of apps by touching this line
and sliding your finger down without lifting it from the screen.

iPad Multitasking FAQ

OK, now I'm multitasking, how do I stop it? You can end Split
View and Slide Over View by tapping your finger at the intersection
of where both apps meet and then sliding your finger to the right
edge of the screen.
I can launch an app in Slide Over mode, but now my main app
is disabled...? Slide Over mode does just what the name implies:
your new app slides over the old app, allowing you to work with
the new app. If you need to do something in your original app, you
can slide the app back oﬀ the screen as explained in the previous
question. When you are ready to work inside the app again, just
slide your finger from the right edge of the screen towards the
middle and the app will reappear.
If both apps support Split View multitasking (and your iPad is
capable of it!), you can enable a mode where Slide Over allows
you to work with both apps independently of each other by
entering Split View and then moving back into Slide Over View by
tapping the middle of the screen, sliding your finger to the right
and lifting it before it reaches the edge. In this mode, you can
operate both the main window and the app in the right-side
column at the same time.

Picture in Picture mode allows you to operate the iPad as normal -launching apps and closing them -- all while watching a video.
Confused? It may take a little practice getting used to the new
multitasking capabilities of the iPad, but soon enough, we'll
wonder how we ever did without it. Before that day comes, we'll
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Robert Renkman posted the following article to ipadinsight.com on
October 13, 2016. tinyurl.com/za2fdzf. © iPad Insight. He is a
Senior Environmental Scientist in Florida and Founder and Editor in
Chief of Apple at the Core.
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I will admit, though, this was not always the case with me. I still
like to try new apps and services even though from time to time I
was burned when they didn’t have the staying power or funding to
compete with more established options. That all started to change
for me the last time I upgraded my iCloud storage plan to 50GB.
This was where I really started to take advantage of iCloud Drive–
especially with the edition of my iPad Pro.

The Merits Of Using iCloud Drive On The iPad
By Robert Renkman
For me a perfect world in terms of productivity
at the oﬃce as well as at home would reside
exclusively around Apple products. Macs
became my computer of choice early on in my
life based on their ease of use. This fineness
for Apple products also extended to iPhones
and eventually iPads. Unfortunately, though, I
don’t have a choice when it comes to my tech
at the oﬃce. I have worked for the government for close to twenty
years now, and we are even less likely to have new and/or
progressive tech at our disposal. Luckily, with the addition of
iCloud Drive a couple of years ago, I’m not as restricted as I once
was. With a simple internet connection I have access to my other
iCloud synched devices via my browser window.
There are many options for consumers when it comes to cloud
solutions for data storage these days. Most are aﬀordable, and
easy to use. However, like with many “services”, sometimes there
are too many options available that can make the process of
settling on a solution stressful and frustrating.

Now, I count on being able to save documents from various
programs and keep them in one central location. This is crucial for
me since I use a PC at work and I need to share my data across
multiple devices and platforms.
Perhaps one of my favorite
sharing features from iCloud Drive is the desktop folder. While I’m
at work using my PC I have access to a dedicated folder called the
Desktop. This folder is just that–a central location that gives me
access to all documents stored on my MacBook Pro at home. In
addition, there aren’t restrictions to the type of documents I want
to share or save. There are many apps supported on iCloud Drive–
here are just a few…

What is the Best Cloud Solution?
So what is the best cloud solution? Well that can depend on many
diﬀerent variables. However, as with many Apple “services” and
apps–more often than not, the best solution is the one you already
have built into your current ecosystem. Most iPad owners use the
stock Mail App as well as Notes, Safari, Apple Music and even
Apple Maps. For the most part, all Apple had to do was to create
a decent Cloud Storage service, and the majority of iPad owners
would use it as their default storage program.
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To manage your files from your iPad, as well as monitor the
available storage in iCloud, go to Settings–> iCloud–>storage.
Once you select the app that is using iCloud Drive storage, you
can look at individual files within the app and edit/remove them
from storage. This can be done manually by swiping from right to
left on the individual file or by selecting the edit button from the
top, and checking oﬀ the files that you would like to remove. Your
files and folders will be synched across all your devices, and you
will be able to create new files and folders and work on the same
file using multiple apps.
UPDATE: Some further explanation of accessing iCloud Drive on
your iPad and in your Mac or PC Browser–thanks for the question
Dave!
On your iPad, to allow apps to be stored in iCloud Drive you first
have to turn on the feature. I don’t think it was on by default. To do
that go to the Settings App–> scroll down to iCloud–> and then
select iCloud Drive from the menu. If it isn’t on already, turn it on at
the top of the menu, and set the “show on home screen” switch to
the On position. This will now allow you to store documents and
data in the cloud with easy access from a dedicated app icon.
From now on you can access your iCloud data via the app or by
signing into your iCloud account in any supported browser
(iCloud.com) and select the iCloud Drive icon to view items stored
there. Here they will be separated by the app they are stored in. In
addition, you can create your own folders and even access all
items that are located on your Mac desktop as long as you are
signed into iCloud on your Mac. Some apps will also have menus
built into the app where you can mange the data in each individual
app.

Set-up is easy. Simply fog to Settings–> iCloud–> iCloud Drive–>
turn on iCloud Drive–> follow the prompts.
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Jim Tanous posted the following article to tekrevue.com on March
25, 2015. tinyurl.com/z7nleog. © Tekrevue LLC. Jim is a
photographer and technology enthusiast. He has professional
experience with both Windows- and Mac-based systems and
networks.
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especially problematic in OS X Yosemite, because Apple changed
the way that the buttons in a window’s title bar work, making it
easier to inadvertently enter full screen mode.
From OS X Lion through OS X Mavericks, users could enter full
screen mode by clicking a small icon in a window’s upper-right
corner that displayed two arrows pointing away from each other. In
OS X Yosemite, Apple eliminated this icon and instead changed
the function of the green zoom button on the top-left side of the
window. This button had traditionally been used to maximize a
window to the largest needed dimensions, but clicking it in
Yosemite instead triggers full screen mode.

How To Enter & Leave Full Screen Mode In Mac OS X
By Jim Tanous

Apple introduced full screen mode in OS X Lion and, while the
feature has changed a bit since its 2011 launch, the basic eﬀect is
still the same. In short, OS X full screen mode takes a compatible
app into a “true” full screen state, occupying the entire display and
hiding the menu bar and window buttons. This can be great for
maximizing the use of smaller displays, but it can be confusing for
users who are accustomed to OS X’s traditional window-based
interface.

With this change, it’s easy to envision many users accidentally
entering full screen mode, but the trick is that these same buttons
disappear when an app is in full screen mode. The only way to
access them is to hold your mouse or trackpad cursor at the
upper-left portion of the screen and wait a second or two for the
buttons and menu bar to appear — a step that is not immediately
obvious to those new to OS X.

Check out these awesome custom engraved Corkcircle Canteens
from Perfect Etch.

Related: Here’s how to access the traditional zoom button
functionality in OS X Yosemite.

A common problem, judging by the number of emails and
comments we receive from readers, is when users unintentionally
trigger full screen mode, and then don’t know how to exit it. This is
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If you can get this hidden bar to appear in full screen mode, you
can easily exit the mode by clicking the green button again. A
faster way, however, is to use the keyboard. There are two ways to
leave full screen mode in OS X by using the keyboard:

NOVEMBER 2016

Yosemite, is to double-click an empty space in a window’s toolbar.
Doing this replicates the traditional zoom button, with the window
resizing to fit the current content.
Video removed. See original article.

• Press the Escape key

Check out the video above to see this process in action. One note,
however, is that this new zoom method is not universal. It works
with some apps like Safari, TextEdit, and Preview, but not with
others like iTunes. Third party apps also lack the feature, so it
looks like developers will have to add one more thing to their
checklist to make their apps fully compatible with Yosemite.

• Use the keyboard shortcut Control-Command-F
While the Escape key is easier to remember and use, it doesn’t
always work with all apps. Also, it will only take you out of full
screen mode; it can’t enable full screen mode from the Desktop.
Therefore, you’re better oﬀ memorizing Control-Command-F if
you plan to frequently use full screen mode in OS X. With the use
of this shortcut, you can quickly take the active app into full screen
mode, such as when you want to focus on just one thing at a time,
and then leave full screen mode just as easily.

OS X Yosemite will be out this fall. Apple is currently conducting
both developer and public betas. We’ll let you know if a Terminal
command that reverses this new zoom control scheme is found as
we near Yosemite’s launch.

Jim Tanous posted the following article to tekrevue.com on August
1, 2014. tinyurl.com/hhstyq5. © Tekrevue LLC. Jim is a
photographer and technology enthusiast. He has professional
experience with both Windows- and Mac-based systems and
networks.

The New Way To Zoom A Window In OS X Yosemite
By Jim Tanous
A few weeks ago, we pointed out that Apple was changing the
way that the zoom button (that little green button in a window’s
toolbar) works in OS X Yosemite. Instead of making a window
larger to fit the current content, the zoom button is now the ‘full
screen’ button in Yosemite.
One way to get the old zoom button functionality back was to hold
the Option key while clicking the button. But another way, new to
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John Martellaro posted the following article to macobserver.com
on October 7, 2016. tinyurl.com/hvdyy5n. © The Mac Observer,
Inc. A scientist and author, he has worked for NASA, the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, & Apple.
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Are About to Get a Lot Better.” Author Levy was given an inside
look at what Apple is doing with machine learning and the
transformation of Siri. The interview was likely granted because
there had been a lot of press about artificial intelligence (AI), and
Apple’s traditional secrecy made it appear that Apple wasn’t doing
much.

Artificial Intelligence Research, Unintended
Consequences And Sex

Plus, the Amazon Echo was getting a lot of press, and Apple has
had nothing equivalent. Even if competing with the Echo is not in
Apple’s plans, it certainly seemed like a good idea to reveal to
author Levy that a lot of good things are happening at Apple with
AI.

By John Martellaro
Research into Artificial Intelligence will evolve into many more
applications than asking Amazon’s Echo how many teaspoons are
in a tablespoon. Or driving an autonomous car. As the technology
expands in its capabilities and applications, we’ll be confronted
with massive social change. How will Apple, for example, both
serve us and meet competitive challenges?

Humble Servants. For Now
But the scope and prognosis for AI has sweeping implications for
our culture, far beyond a little cylinder that can order more cereal
or play music on demand. We’re just geting started. And while
Marc Andreessen points out (article #1 below) that the Amazon
Echo project consumed 1,500 engineers for four years, the
evolution of technology ensures that future projects will be far
grander in scope but use merely equivalent resources.
This week I’ve been reading about the unintended consequences
of AI. Instead of just one major article, here’s my reading list.
1. Venture capitalist Marc Andreessen explains how AI will
change the world
2. Westworld-style sex with robots: when will it happen –
and would it really be a good idea?
3.
4 Ways Every Business Needs To Use Artificial
Intelligence
4. Exponential Intelligence: Microsoft Is Building the First AI
Supercomputer
One theme of these articles is that AI is being developed because
it can make big money. Right now, applications are fairly primitive
—the kinds of things you can do with Siri, Cortana or Alexa. As

Back in August I referenced a terrific article by Steven Levy about
Apple’s development of Siri. “Siri and Apple’s Machine Learning
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that technology evolves, there will be new applications that may or
may not directly serve the consumer on a small scale. For
example:
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International Relations. Could a day come when the president,
plus staﬀ, the Secretary of State and Defense might consult an AI
agent on the impact of certain foreign policy decisions? As is often
the case, (for example chess) smart decisions can appear illogical
on the surface. How would the U.S. President explain certain
decisions to the American people that appear oﬀensive but are, in
fact, eﬀective and brilliant?

Unintended Consequences
Persuasion. Robo callers that use a vast library of historical data
and psychological techniques to sell or persuade politically will be
used. “Robo” used to mean robotic-like phone dialers. In the
future, people who are unprepared could be manipulated by vastly
intelligent AI Robos into a variety of legal and illegal schemes.

Questions for Apple
We’re just at the beginning of the commercial exploitation of AI
agents. The questions I have are:

Drones. Independent, armed law enforcement drones are
conceivable. Unless strict legislation intervenes, various
governments could find it convenient and eﬃcient to use AI drones
for patrol and arrest, pending arrival of a human police oﬃcer.

1. Will Apple build personal AI agents that are designed to protect
us at all costs? This is related to the recent issues raised in the
conflict between the FBI and Apple over encryption. What
happens when we humans no longer understand what each
side in the encryption battle is up to?

Sexual surrogates. Article #2 above goes into considerable
ethical detail about human sex with androids. A licensed
psychiatrist providing a prescription for a sex surrogate is one
thing. However, the purchase of a commercial android sentient
enough to be pleasing and have a mind of its own is conceivable.
What would be the legalities of a rape by the human?

2. How will Apple’s research lend itself to dealing with the AI
industry at all levels? That is, will Apple limit it’s vision or,
instead, become embroiled in the highest level of eﬀort that
only tech giants like Amazon, Google, Microsoft can aﬀord?

Courts. AI agents that can scan case law on behalf of attorneys
are likely. How will the legal system be aﬀected by AI agents that
are skilled enough to battle each other? Does an accused without
great financial resources have a right to an AI agent of equal
prowess as that owned by a government?

3. As businesses of all kinds begin to utilize AI agents of lesser
capability, will Apple’s AI work be able to properly defend us?
Should there be a law that says AI agents of a certain class of
sophistication (to be defined) cannot approach a human with
out his/her own AI representative?

Local and Federal Law. AI agents could scan and digest
municipal laws on behalf of a citizen. Imagine a (hypothetical) case
where where Siri, having just absorbed every law on file in the
state of Colorado and the city of Denver advises: “I see you’re
about to use Apple Pay to purchase six pounds of fertilizer. The
purchase of more than 5 pounds is illegal.” Will Siri cancel the
transaction? If the customer insists, will (should) Siri report the
violation of the law?

The articles I’ve listed above go into many more issues. But
perhaps, before I get a serious headache, it’s time to move on.
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AI And Humans

superb ability to convey anger and other emotions through the
medium of television.

The Last Word

Communication often contains a subtext, a meaning that is
diﬀerent or more than the literal meaning of the words used.
Subtext can be informational – for example, an assumed mutual
recognition of which candidate is referred to two sentences above.
Subtext can also be emotional. Emotional subtext can be diﬃcult
to recognize, even for humans communicating face to face.
Accurately identifying emotion in online communication is a
common problem.

By Kathy Garges

In recent months, debates have been an important part of the U.S.
presidential campaign. Millions have watched televised debates
where candidates exchanged barbs and sometimes addressed
public policy issues. By the time this column is published, the
election will be decided (we hope).

An article last year in the The Washington Post explored the
problem of detecting sarcasm online and research eﬀorts in AI to
solve this problem. (It’s an excellent article and a link to it is at the
end of this column.) Sarcasm is particularly diﬃcult to identify
accurately. Even when speaking to friends and family in person we
often use facial expressions or body gestures as extra cues to
indicate sarcasm. We often ask, “Are you kidding?” or “Are you
serious?” when we are not sure if a communication is sarcastic.
But those two questions can themselves be used sarcastically!

Argument and debate are characteristic of intelligent human
behavior. Centuries ago, Plato wrote down the debates of
Socrates, demonstrating that disagreement can be a useful way to
explore abstract and diﬃcult aspects of human life. Humans
hoping to persuade other humans have used Aristotle’s Rhetoric
as a practical guide for over two millennia. Recently, scholars have
renewed their interest in this text to explore “a general theory of
the persuasive.”

Sarcasm is not a minor issue. As the article points reports, people
have landed in jail for online comments that were clearly meant to
be sarcastic. Since sarcasm is more frequent among teens who
are big users of social media, they are especially vulnerable to
unfair and harsh treatment for using this useful human subtext.

Perhaps the true test of whether artificial intelligence has reached
the level of human intelligence should be whether AIs
spontaneously disagree with each other, or with humans, and
defend their positions with eﬀorts to persuade the others. For now,
we are at the stage of designing AI to recognize argumentative
elements of human language and analyze information in a way that
helps us develop persuasive arguments.

Government defense agencies are funding AI research to detect
sarcasm so they don’t waste resources pursing online comments
that are not evidence of serious security threats, but can be sure to
catch the ones that are. This area of AI is known as natural
language processing (NLP). NLP research in progress shows that
looking at the context of a communication in the AI analysis of
online comments increases accuracy in detecting sarcasm.
Context includes the kind of online forum where the post occurs
and the previous posts and other online information about the
person posting.

Aristotle had a surprisingly sophisticated understanding of
argumentation that we usually only attribute to modern humans. In
addition to covering logic and cognition, he delved into the area of
emotion. Emotions have featured in the recent U.S. presidential
debates, with one of the major party candidates demonstrating a
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now includes classical, situational, probabilistic and, possibly,
quantum, among others.

In addition to helping us identify argumentative elements in
language, AI can help us argue more persuasively by gathering
and organizing information to support a viewpoint, and by
identifying and refining arguments that are likely to persuade
listeners. In addition to putting Aristotle’s guidelines into an
algorithm, AI programs could use the sheer crunching power of
computation and data mining to broaden the “state space,” the
area we search for solutions, go further into the state space to
generate more ideas for persuasive argument, and be more
methodical and eﬃcient in considering possible arguing points.

What if we could combine all the separate AI programs that mine
and organize data, apply the various functions of intelligence and
use diﬀerent kinds of logic? IBM has just announced a new
development of its Jeopardy!-winning Watson AI which integrates
data and methods. The platform, called Project DataWorks, is
cloud-based and designed to facilitate business decision-making.
The platform can use data from the Internet of Things and social
media in addition to the usual sources. It uses more than twenty
diﬀerent analytic technologies.

AI could be used by politicians to avoid committing logical
fallacies, maintain consistency, check facts, and avoid copying
previous speeches by members of the opposite party. (Note: It is
unknown whether any of the presidential candidates used AI to
prepare for the debates or write speeches.)

Although the new IBM platform is designed for business use, the
same idea could be used in other areas, like politics. We could
also employ such an AI program to make sure that in a debate
between AI and humans, humans always get the last word.

In a debate or argument, the rules of argument can themselves be
the subject of debate. In the presidential debates the organizers
and candidates first debated rules such as time limits and
permissible audience response, and the moderator announced
and explained the agreed rules at the beginning of the debate so
that everyone listening could consider and provide later comment
on the rules. What arguments count, what will be “heard,” varies
among areas such as politics, diplomacy, justice, science and
personal relationships, depending on the purposes and accepted
topics in these areas. AI could be customized for the rules of each
area.
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There are many functions of human intelligence, and since we
argue mostly about issues that are important to us, we bring all
aspects of intelligence to bear on persuasion. Some elements of
intelligence that are important in debate include naming,
categorizing, summarizing, comparing, diﬀerentiating, weighting,
analyzing and providing examples. There are also diﬀerent kinds of
accepted logic. The field of logic has been expanded by AI and
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